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61. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
LET G be a compact Lie group with G,, its connected component and Y a G manifold. We 
consider two complex G vector bundles 5 and 7 over Y of the same dimension. A 
quasi-equivalence o : 5 + 77 is a proper G map which preserves fibers and maps each fiber via a 
degree 1 map. Whenever we speak of the degree of a map, it is assumed to be proper and the 
source and target have the same fiber dimension. Define a partial order 5 on the G vector bundles 
over Y by saying 5 i 77 (or 5 2 77 when we wish to emphasize G) if there is a G bundle y and a 
quasi-equivalence o : 5 @ y + TJ @ y. The function which assigns to each G vector bundle over Y 
its dimension induces a homomorphism E : K,“( Y)+ Z. The kernel of this homomorphism is 
denoted by IG (Y). Any x E I,(Y) is a difference 77 - 5. Set x 2 0 if 17 z 5. 
PROBLEM 1.0 Give necessary and suficient conditions for x 2 0, x E k(Y). 
When G acts freely on Y, x 2 0 iff x/G E K”( Y/G) is fiber homotopically trivial, and s is 
an equivalence relation. The problem in this case is solved by the Adams conjecture. 
The other extreme is that G acts trivially on Y. In this case we may as well take Y to be a 
point; so we are considering G modules and we give a complete solution (5.1), (6.8) and (6.9). 
Here I is not an equivalence relation unless G is finite. 
Aside from its inherent interest, the motivation for (1.0) is this. Given a quasi-equivalence 
w : 5 + q there is a procedure for determining when w is properly G homotopic to a map 0 which 
is transverse to the zero section Y C q and F’(Y) = X C 5 is a G manifold homotopy 
equivalent to Y. See [7], [8] and [9] for this application. The case Y = point has applications for 
general Y. E.g. if w : N + M is a quasi-equivalence of G modules 1 x w : Y x N + Y x M is a 
quasi-equivalence of G bundles over Y. This simple remark can be used to construct exotic 
actions on Y. See [7] and [9]. 
Henceforth Y is a point so KGo( Y) = R(G) is the complex representation ring with 
augmentation ideal Ic. The normalizer of the maximal torus T of G is denoted by N(T) and 
W(G) = N(T)/T is the “Weyl” group. (G need not be connected). 
The solution of (1 .O) proceeds by a series of reductions. The first is that if x E I,, x $0 iff 
1’&) x z 0 where iZcTl: R(G) + R (N( T)) is the restriction homomorphism (2.6). When G is an 
‘vu-1 
extension of a finite group by a torus, (3.3) provides a structure theorem for G modules which 
implies a reduction to the case G finite or an extension of a finite group (which can be taken to be 
a p group by (2.4)) by a circle. This case is solved (5.0). The essential point here is that if 
x = M-N where M and N are G modules, x 2 0 iff dim Mr 2 dim N” for all l? C G and 
equality holds when r/r, is a group of prime power order. This equality is now folklore and the 
ideas fall in the realm of Smith theory, but in the final analysis are a consequence of cohomology 
theory while the inequalities are new and result from Kc theory. See (4.0) and (4.1). 
In $6 we relate (1 .O) to the classical case G = 1 by showing how to produce G modules N and 
M with N 2 M using the Adams operations in R(G). E.g. if p and 9 are relatively prime integers 
prime to the order of the Weyl group of G and x is any G module, then (I,!J” - l)($” - 1)x = 
M - N and N 2 M (6.8). Under the same circumstances, there is a G map of degree a power of p 
from x to $“x. 
The authors gratefully acknowledge useful discussions with Ib Madsen, Graeme Segal and 
especially to Michael Atiyah whose insights were particularly helpful. In particular (2.2) was 
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germinated in discussions with Atiyah and Madsen though the basic idea goes back to 
Becker-Gottlieb. 
$2. REDUCTlON TO THE CASE G EXTENDS A p GROUP BY A TORUS 
Definition 2.0. (a) If r is a normal subgroup of G and V is a G-module we define a G-module 
Vr by Vr = Vl Vr. (b) Let II denote the set of groups G whose order IG( is a prime power. 
The following result is folklore and is usually quoted as Smith Theory. See [3]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a torus (respectively G E II). Let V and W be G modules and 
f : V+ W a G map. Then degree f” divides degree f (respectively degree 
The statement for a p group is usually restricted to cyclic groups of prime order. The 
general case can be reduced to this because a p group is nilpotent[4]. 
Suppose that r is a normal subgroup of G and V is a G module. Then V splits as a G module 
as V = V’@ Vr where Vr is the r fixed point set. 
Let eR (resp. cc) denote the real (respectively complex) one dimensional trivial G module and 
V and W be G modules. The G homotopy classes of maps of S( V 0 eR) to S( W 0 l R) form a 
group and any G map in this group extends radially to a proper G map of V @ eR to W @ eR. The 
above fact gives a way to add stable G maps of V to W. 
THEOREM 2.2.Let V and W be G modules, H C G and x(G/H) be the Euler characteristic of 
G/H. Suppose GIH is a G invariant subset of V and there is an H map V + W of degree d. Then 
there is a G map V 0 l C + W @ eC of degree d. x(G/H). 
COROLLARY 2.3. If x(G/H) = 1, V 2 W i$ V 2 W. 
Proof. Let r be the G tangent bundle of G/H and u the G normal bundle of the G imbedding 
of G/H in V. Let c : V’+ G/H” be the collapsing map of the one point compactification of V on 
the Thorn space of v. The G bundle inclusion Y : v + v 0 r, Y(v) = (v, 0), defines a G map 
G/H” + G/H”@‘. Since v @ T is the restriction of the tangent bundle of V, v 0 T = G/H x V = 
G xH V. Call this G bundle v and @ the corresponding bundle defined by W. The given H map 
V+ W indicesa G map GIH” + G/H’@. Since @ = G/H x W, theprojection @+ W definesa G 
map G/H* -+ W’ = S( W @ Ed). The composition 
gives a G map which extends radially to a G map V @ l R -+ W @ ~~ ; hence, from V @ l c to 
W @ ec, because cc = fn @ eR. We show that the degree of this map is d. x(GIH). 
Let C C G/H be a finite set of points whose cardinality is x(G/H) = e. For each point 
pi E 2, let D, be an n disk neighborhood of pi in G/H where n is the dimension of G/H. Then 
the unit disk bundle of 7jDi is Di x D:. Let Q = fi D, and x : Ci-+ ql be the vector field defined by 
i=I 
xL4(u) = (11, u) E r>, x Di C T,~‘ for u E Di. Since the cardinality of C is x(G/H) = e, there is 
no obstruction to extending x to a vector field on G/H with x((G/H)- 0) C S(T)-the unit 
sphere bundle of T. Then the zeros of x are exactly the points of C. 
If pi E 2, set TV, = T and vPi = S-the fiber at p,. Then T @ S = V as vector spaces. Now 
view the Thorn space of a bundle 5 as E([)/Eo(t) where E(t) is the total space of 5 and 
E&) = {w~~~~v~~ 2 1). Define 4 :(GIH)” +X.” by 4(u,v)=(pi,u, v) if (u, v) E Di XS = vlDi 
and 4(.x) = base point of Z” for x not in v/R. 
We have a homotopy commutative diagram where q is a point: 
q” ‘, (G/H)” “, (G/H)yoT = (G/H)” - (G/H)w - q w 
\/ / 
c” wxw 
where i and i’ are the natural inclusions. 
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The map obtained by the lower route has degree x(G/H) . d. (Note: Z” = C” is a wedge of e 
spheres.) This uses the definition of addition in the homotopy group of spheres. This completes 
the proof. 
Let T be a torus and 1 + T + G A F--f 1 be an extension where F is finite. We say G is an 
extension of F by T and denote the order of F by IFI. 
If F, denotes the p Sylow subgroup of F, we set G, = 6’(F,,). The following is an 
observation of [ 111: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let V and W be G modules where G is an extension of F by T. Then V 2 W if 
V 2 W for all primes dividing IFJ. 
This is an immediate consequence of (2.3) and the group structure of the stable G maps V + W. 
Remark 2.5. x(G/N(T)) = 1 111 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let V and W be two G modules ; then V 2 W i$ V No& W i$ for all primes p 
dividing ) W(G)I, V Nz& W. 
Proof. The first conclusion is a consequence of (2.3) and (2.5) while the second follows from 
(2.4). 
93. REDUCTION TO THE CASES (i) G EXTENDS A p-GROUP BY 
S’ OR (ii) G IS A p-GROUP 
Let 6 denote the set of irreducible G modules. In the case of a torus T, f is a group under 
multiplication and an element x E ?’ can be viewed as a homomorphism to S’. Let 
f* = {x E fix + 1, ker x is connected}. Then Zz acts freely on ?, via TX = x-’ if T generates Z2. 
The orbit space I(T) = ‘I’,/Z, is identified with the set of codimension 1 subtori of T. The 
correspondence is provided by x + ker x. If Z, denotes the set of non zero integers, then 
f = (1) u Z0 x I(T) where Z0 x I(T) C ? by selecting for each K E I(T) one of the two x E f 
with ker x = K and sending (d, K) to X“ E ?. This decomposition of ? gives rise to a 
corresponding decomposition of any T module W with WT = 0 as 
W = C C ax,dxd, aX,d E Z. kerXEI(T)dEZ” (3.0) 
If G is an extension of F by T, there is a homomorphism 4 : F + Aut(T) which defines an 
action of F on I(T). The T module W can be further decomposed according to the orbits of the 
action of F on I(T) as 
(3.1) 
Here xB is the character t -+x(4(g)t) t E T and d(K) = {g E F(gK = K, K E I(T)}; 
moreover if r : G -+ F is the projection, n-lb(K) = N(K) is the normalizer of K in G and 
G/N(K) = F/&(K). 
Let G by an arbitrary compact Lie group and iH : H -+ G the inclusion of a subgroup of finite 
index in G. Then iH* : R(H) + R(G) denotes the induction homomorphism [2]. If V and W are H 
modules and f : V -+ W is an H map of degree 1, there is a G map iH *f : iH * V + iH * W of degree 
1 m. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let H C G be a subgroup of finite index and VI W, then iH* V % iH* W. 
For the remainder of this section G is an extension of F by T. Lny G module v” has a G 
splitting V = VT @ V, and if K E I(T) we set V(K) = (V,)“. Then V(K) is an N(K) module 
and as a T module V(K)= 2 ax,dxd 
d E z. 
if ker x = K. By Frobenius reciprocity 
Homc(iN(K)* V(K), V) = HomN& V(K), i&i(KjV)i so the N(K) inclusion V(K)-, il?;(KjV 
induces a G homomorphism of iNcKj*V(K) in V. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be an extension of F by T and V a G module. Then 
V=V’@ c &)*V(K) as a G module. 
K E ICl-YF 
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Proof. V = VT @ V, as a G module; so by considering VT we may suppose VT = 0. Let V’ 
be the direct sum I: iNcKj*VW). 
K E I(T),F 
By Frobenius reciprocity, there is a natural homomorphism of V’ to V. To check that it is an 
isomorphism, we restrict to T, i.e. show i TV’ + i *,V is an isomorphism. 
Suppose i $i,,,,, V(K) n i *TiNcL,* V(L) + 0. Let K = ker A and L = ker $. Since 
i%i,,K,,V(K) = c x Q(x’)~, 
I E G/N(K) d+O 
we see xg = $ for some g E G. Then ker xg = g-‘Kg = L and K and L E I(T) are in the same 
orbit under F-a contradiction. Thus V’ maps monomorphically. But 
it$V’ = c Lx c %d(Xg)d 
ker,y=K E I(T),Fg t C/N(K) d*O 
where K = kerx. By (3.1) this sum accounts for all A E f, AS 1; so i*,V’ = i$V. 
Remark 3.4. The problem is reduced by (2. l), (3.2), and (3.3) to the case (ii) G E II or (i) G is an 
extension of a p-group by a circle. For if V 5 W, then VT 5 WT and V(K) 5 W(K) for all 
K E I(T)/F, and conversely. Note N(K)/: is an extens%i of N(K)/T C”;;“yy T/K = S’. 
$4. TECHNICAL PREPARATION 
The complex representation ring of S’ is R(S’) = Z[t, t-‘I. Its field of fractions is denoted by 
F(S‘). If M is an S’ module A,(M) = C(-l)‘h’(M) E R(S’) where h’(M) is the ith exterior 
power of M. In general an element of R(S’) is a difference M-N of two S’ modules and if 
e(MS’ - NS1) = 0, A-,(M - N) = A-l(Ms~)lA..l(Nsl) is in F(S’). There is a class AM E Ktl(M) 
which freely generates this as an R (S ‘) module and if YM : 0 + M is the inclusion of the origin in 
M, Y&AM = A-,(M)[2]. The dth cyclotomic polynomial &(t) is contained in R(S’) and Zd C S’ 
is cyclic of order d. 
LEMMA 4.0. Let M and N be S’ modules with l (MS’- NS’) = 0. Then A_,(M - N) = 
n &d(t) ‘(MZdmN7d’, and A_,(M - N) E R(S’) i$ e(Mz” - Nzd) 2 0 for all d 2 0. In that case, 
d 
EA_~(M - N) = 1 i$ e(Mzd - Nzd) = 0 whenever d is a prime power. 
Proof. This is easy calculation with the cyclotomic polynomials. Note that c$d(l) = 1 if d is 
composite and $d (1) = p if d = p i. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M and N be S’ modules and f : N -+ M a proper S’ map of nonzero degree. 
Then (i) l (MS’ - NS1) = 0, (ii) a = A_,(M - N) E R(S’), (iii) degree f = E(U). degree fS’, (iv) 
l (MH - NH) 2 0 for all H C S’ and degree f = 1 iff equality holds for every p group H C S’ and 
degree fS’ = 1. 
Proof. (i) follows from (2.1). Define c, b E R(S’) by f*(AM) = c. AN and (jS’)*AM~~ = b. A,+!. 
Then E(C) = degf and e(b) = degfS’. This follows by restricting from S’ to the trivial group. (In 
fact, b is an integer.) By naturality cA_~(N,~) = bA_,(M,I) in R(S’). This implies (ii) and (iii), while 
(iv) follows from (4.0). 
Let Zd,* be the group {x, y lyd = 1, x2 = 1, Y’yx = y-l}. It contains Z, as a normal subgroup 
with quotient Zz. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let 1 -+ S’ -+ G 5 F + 1 be exact where F is a p group. Suppose r C G is 
finite. Then r contains a normal subgroup R of index at most two, R = Z, X Q,, (d, p) = 1, 
Z, C S’, R commutes with S’ and if s2 + r, p = 2, N(&)/& contains O(2) and I’/& = Z,,z. 
Proof. The given sequence defines a homomorphism 4 : F + Aut( S ‘) = Z2. Let K = kernel 4 
and GK = n-‘(K). Then 1 + S’ + GK -+ K + 1 is a central extension. Define 0 = ker 47~1~. Then 
RCGKand~~S’=Z~~Zp~forsomeiand(d,p)=l.Theextension1~Zd~~~~/Zd~~~ 
is central so splits as n/Z, is a p group and H’(fl/Z,, zd) = 0. Thus a= zd X fi, and as fi C G,, 
it commutes with S’. 
If R + I, p = 2 and @Q is surjective. Note Rz is normal in I and commutes with S1. This 
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means that N(&)/& contains S’/& n S’ = S’ and contains an element x with x2 = 1, &&x) 
generates ,& and X-‘tx = t-’ for t E S’. The group generated by S’ and x is O(2). Clearly 
r/sz* = Z&Z O(2). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let V be a complex O(2) module with Vs’ = 0. Then dim Vzd~2 = iVzd. 
Proof. Let x be the complex 1 dimensional O(2) module defined by the determinant 
homomorphism p :0(2)-+ Zz. Let t E 3’ denote the basic character and M, = (kl)*t”. The 
irreducible O(2) modules V with Vs’ = 0 are of the form Mh or MA @x. One checks easily that 
dim Mz2,d = f dim M,“d and dim (MA @ x)“z,d = 1 dim (MA ox)““. 
&THE CRUNCH 
THEOREM 5.0. Let G be either (a) an extension of a group F in II by S’ or (b) G E II. Then 
V 5 W if for each subgroup IY c G, E( Wr- V’) 2 0, and equality holds if r/r, E II. 
Proof. (1) Suppose first that V s W and that f : V -+ W is a degree 1 G map. Suppose 
r = .Zd x r, where (d, p) = 1, Zd c S’ and r centralizes S’. Then fro : Vro + Wru is an S’ map of 
degree prime to p (2.1), in particular non-zero. Thus E( Vr~)z~ I E( Wru)zd by (4.1). Since 
Vr = ( Vr~)=d the inequality holds in this case. 
If r is finite and not of the above form, r has a subgroup a= Z,, x & which centralizes S’, 
Zd C S’, (d, 2) = 1, N(&)/& contains O(2) and r/a, = Z,., (4.2). 
Set V, = V”, v, = V,l, v: = vtnz, V; = Vza2 with like notation for W. Then 
(i) Vr = V;r’R @ Virinz 
(ii) ( Va2)=, = VI @ V;““. 
By (4.3), (i), (ii) and I’/fl, = Zd,*, 
(iii) l V’= EV~~‘~+${E(V~~)~~ - EV:}. 
Since fS’ is an F map of degree 1, cfsl)“z is a Zr = r/a map of odd degree (2.1); in particular 
.5V inn = EW;rIR and l VI = eWI. Since Zd C S’ and fn2 is an S’ map of non-zero degree, 
E ( Va2)=, 5 E ( Vn2)zd (4.1). Thus eVr 5 E Wr. 
Suppose r/r,, E ll. Note fro is a degree 1 r/r, map (2.1). Since Vr = (VrO)r’l‘O the result 
follows from 2.1. 
(2) Conversely, suppose the inequalities, l (Wr- V’) 20, are satisfied. Let X = S(V), 
Y = S(W) and _%’ denote the set of conjugacy classes of isotropy groups of the G action on X 
partially ordered by inclusion. If r E 2 is a maximal element then N(r)/T = i; acts freely on Xr 
so equivariant T maps to Yr correspond to sections of the fiber bundle Yr -t Xr XY Yr/r + X’/T 
and there is a section because dim X’/i’ I dim Y’ and the obstructions to a section ([3]) lie in 
H’(Xr/T, ri-,( Y’)) = 0 as 7~,_,( Y’) = 0 for i I dim Yr. Thus an N(T) map fr : Xr+ Yr exists. (In 
(a) take fS1 to have degree 1 if Vs’ # 0. In (b) take r = G and degree f” = 1.) Extend f’ to a G map 
Gfr : GXr + GYr. Observe that GXr = u gxr= U X”m’rp so Gf I‘ is uniquely defined 
.KEG/NU-) g EC/NW) 
by Gfr(gx) = gfr(x) for x E Xr and g E GIN(r). 
Assume by induction that for r > L E .Z we have a G map f(L) from =X = V GXr to Y. 
l->L 
Since YL is an LA.N.R.[lO] there is an L extension of f(L) restricted to LX fl XL = 2 to an L 
map of i!? to YL where U is an open E neighborhood of Z in XL and 0 is its closure [6]. Since E 
acts freely XIL = XL - U, the obstructions to extending the map of V, = 0 - U to XIL lie in 
H’(X:lt, u - ,,L, T,_~(Y”)) = 0. This gives an N(L) map f” : XL + YL which we extend to 
GXL + GYL as before. 
By induction we arrive at a G map f : X -+ Y which extends to f : V -+ W. In case (a) degree f is 1 
by (4.0). In case (b) degree f is non zero mod p (2.1) since degree f” is non zero mod p by 
construction. 
Putting everything together we have proved 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be an arbitrary compact Lie group with maximal torus T, N(T) the 
normalizer of T in G, and W(G)= N(T)IT. Let V and W be G-modules and V = VT@ 
2 i,,,,, V(K) the splitting of V as an N(T)-module given in $3. Similarly for W. Then 
K EI(TVW(G) 
V 2 W ifi for each K and each prime p and (i) each subgroup r of N(K),/K, 
E( W(K)r - V(K)r 2 0, with equality if r/r, E n, and (ii) E( WT - VT)’ = 0 for all r c W(G),. 
(N(K) is the normalizer of K in N(T).) 
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$6. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS AND ADAMS OPERATIONS 
Let P =(pl, . . . pk} be a set of relatively prime integers with k = IPI 2 2, or let P = {-I). Let 
P = II(r+V’ - 1) be the associated operation in R(G). Let H be a subgroup of G and let 
pH : R(G)+ R(N(H)/H) be the homomorphism defined by pHu = mn if o is a G module. 
Observe that 
(6.0) EP= 0 
(6.1) $” and pH commute if (q,(H() = 1 or I-Z = S’. 
(6.2) 1,4” and iH* commute if the index of N in G is finite and K 5 H C G where K is normal 
in G and the order of G/K is prime to q. 
These imply similar statements for P replacing $“. 
We give a criterion that N 2 A4 in terms of M -N E R(G) and the operations P. This is 
useful as it provides a method of producing G modules N and M with N 2 M. In fact if G = T is 
a torus we have a simple necessary and sufficient condition. 
THEOREM 6.3 [5]. Let T be a torus. Then N f M i$ M - N = x I$ T z ap,,Px in R(T) for integers 
up,, 2 0. 
Example 6.4. Let (p, q) = 1, T = S’, R(S’) = Z[t, t-‘I. Then (r,V’ - l)($’ - 1)t = M-N 
where N and M are the 2 dimensional S’ modules M = t + tP4, N = tP + t ‘. Choose integers 
a, b 2 0 such that -up + bq = 1. Define w : N + M by u(z,, 22) = (Zlnzzb, 21’ + 2~‘). Then w is a 
quasi-equivalence and N ,‘i M. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let T = S’, ,y E T, x# 1. Then A-*(Px) E R(S’) and AI = 1 (-1 when 
P = (-1)). 
Proof. Let x = t” where t E f is the basic character. If d is a non-negative integer, set 
d = d, . . . d, where di > 1, di divides pi and (d,, di) = 1. Set a(d) = s and suppose IPI = k. Then 
A-,(Px)= fl W”) E R(S’). 
a(dl=k 
Since k 2 2, the second statement follows. 
COROLLARY 6.6. epzdPx r0 for all Z, C S’ with equality if d is a prime power. 
Proof. This follows from (6.5) and (4.0). 
THEOREM 6.7. Let l+ S’-+ G + F + 1 be exact with F a p group. Suppose all pi E P are prime 
to p. Let ,y be a G module. Then Px = M - N, N I M. 
Proof. We must show that for each r C G, epr(M -N) 2 0 and l pr(M -N) = 0 if r/r0 is a 
group of prime power order. The proof proceeds along the lines of (5.0). We illustrate the first 
case. 
Suppose r = Zd x rp centralizes S’ and Z, C S’. The hypothesis implies that P and prp 
commute (6.1). Since pr = pZdprp, we have 
EprPX = Ep=dprpPpX = EpZdPprPX 20 
by (6.6) because prpx is an S’ module. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let ,y E G. Suppose all pi E P are prime to 1 W(G)I. Then Px = M-N and 
N 2 M. 
Proof. If p : H + G is a homomorphism, p * and P commute so we are reduced to the case 
G = N(T), (2.6); moreover, 
/y =x’O 
K E ,(LG)p iN(K)*X(K) (3.3) 
so we are reduced to the case x = xT, G = W(G), or x = x(K) and G = N(K),~c because IN(k). 
and P commute. In either case (5.7) applies. 
COROLLARY 6.9. Suppose x E G and all pi E P are prime to n ! ; n = dim ,y. Then Px = M - N, 
N 5 M. 
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Proof. Let p : G + U(n) be the homomorphism defined by ,y, i.e. p”J/ =x where 4 is the 
standard U(n) module. Since the order of the Weyl group of U(n) is n !, P,l, = M’ - N’ and 
N’ 2, 
n 
,M’ (6.8). Then Px = p*M’ - p*N’ and M = p*M’ 2 p*N’ = N. 
Remark 6.10. The hypothesis that p, be prime to 1 W(G)( may be unnecessary. E.g. let 
G = SU(2) and x be the standard complex two-dimensional U(2) module. Then ($‘- 1) 
($” - 1)~ = M - N and there is a degree one map f : N + M for any odd q. This shows that for 
pi E P not prime to 1 W(G)j, we must directly check that (N, M) satisfies (5.1) for all p when 
Px=M-N,x E 6;. 
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